**Setup Instructions for Haven NetTent**

**Making Guy Lines for Standalone Setup:**

1. Cut the provided guy line cord into six pieces: 4 at 20” (50 cm) and 2 at 56” (142 cm)
2. Tie a loop each end of the six pieces (see illustration below).
3. Attach the 20” (50 cm) pieces between the two glove hooks corners 1, 2, 3 & 4 (Fig. 1)
4. Attach the two long cords to the glove hooks at the apex of the tent. (Fig. 1 location 5 & 6)

**Setting Up Your Haven NetTent.**

Choose a campsite away from low hanging branches, and clear the ground of sharp objects such as sticks or rocks. Avoid contact of the tent’s floor with sharp or abrasive objects. The use of a footprint is recommended. Six Moon Designs offers Tyvek or Polycro footprints in various sizes.

**Standalone:**

Set your pole length to 46” (117 cm)
Stake out corners 1, 2, 3 & 4 (Fig. 1)
Insert the tip of your pole in the webbing pocket at the apex and stake out the main guy line. (Fig. 1 location 5 & 6)
Repeat for the other side.

**As NetTent inside the Haven Tarp:**

1. Setup your Haven Tarp as per its instructions.
2. Lay out your Haven NetTent inside your Tarp with the zipper door at the Foot (Fig. 1)
3. Connect the glove hooks on the NetTent to the D-Rings inside the tarp around the perimeter.
   There are 8.
4. Attach the top glove hooks to the D-Rings at each peak.
5. Slide the webbing strap on either side under the bottom of the setup poles.

**Notes:**

- Check out the FAQ section of our website for more information on the best use of your new NetTent.

**Six Moon Designs**

www.sixmoondesigns.com